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Abstract 

An algorithm for word recognition in Oriental 
languages such as Chinese, Japanese, and Korean is 
presented. The objective is to recognize words. that are 
composed of a number of consecutive characters. in 
document images where there are no explicit visually 
defined word boundaries. The technique exploits the 
redundancy in these languages that is expressed by the 
difference between the number of possible character 
strings of a fixed length and the number of legal words 
of that length. 

Sequences of character images are matched simul
taneously to lists of legal words and illegal strings that 
are likely to occur. A word is located if its image is 
more likely to occur in the current context than any of 
the illegal strings that are visually similar to it. No inter
mediate character recognition step is used. The applica
tion of contextual information directly to the interpreta
tion of features extracted from the image overcomes 
noise that could have made isolated character recognition 
impossible and the location of words with conventional 
postprocessing algorithms difficult. Experimental results 
are presented that show the ability of this algorithm to 
correctly recognize text in the presence of noise. 

1. Introduction 
The recognition of words in Oriental languages 

such as Chinese. Japanese, and Korean is an important 
part of extracting information about the content of the 
text. The identities of words provide clues about the 
topic of the text that are useful in translating from the 
source language to a target language such as English. 
The ability to recognize words in degraded images such 
as facsimile transmissions or poor photocopies will also 
provide an improved transcription of those image to an 
ASCll-like representation such as BIG-5 or TIS and will 
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also improve the ability to automatically translate those 
documents. 

The recognition of words in Oriental languages is 
a difficult problem since words are composed of one or 
more characters and a running text contains no visual 
indication of word boundaries. Word recognition in 
Oriental languages has traditionally been solved by post
processing the results of isolated character recogni
tion [4,6]. Typically, the top N best decisions about the 
identity of each character in a running text are matched 
to a list of legal words. A word decision is output if it 
has a high confidence in comparison to other legal 
words. 

Word recognition techniques take advantage of the 
redundancy present in Oriental languages. For example. 
in Chinese there are approximately 3500 commonly used 
characters. However. out of the 3500z;::: 12 million pos
sible strings of two-character words, only about 25,000 
are legal words. Since legal words make up such a small 
percentage of all possible character strings, their 
occurrence in the output of a recognizer is a strong indi
cation that they are correct. 

A problem with postprocessing methods is that 
they require most if not all of the characters in a word to 
be recognized correctly in the top-N decisions output by 
the character recognizer. This assumption can be 
difficult to guarantee when the input image is subject to 
degradations that occur in facsimile transmissions or 
photocopies. This problem has been addressed in 
English word recognition by matching dictionary entries 
directly to image data [3]. 

An algorithm is proposed in this paper for Oriental 
language word recognition that overcomes the limitations 
of postprocessing techniques. The feature vectors 
extracted from sequences of individual characters are 
matched directly to the sequences of features for words 



in lists of legal and illegal words. Each entry in the legal 
word list points to entries in the list of legal words that 
are visually similar. A word decision is output if the 
legal word is significantly more similar to the input than 
to any of the associated illegal words. 

The advantages of this technique include its appli
cation of word-level contextual information directly to 
the interpretation of the feature vectors. The direct use 
of image data allows for the recognition of words in con
text even though their individual characters may be 
unrecognizable in isolation. This overcomes a problem 
in traditional postprocessing techniques that require reli
able character recognition results. 

The rest of this paper presents the algorithm in 
more detail. The model of legal and illegal words is 
explained and an example is given of how it is used in 
practice. Experimental results are presented on a data
base of Chinese text that illustrates the ability of the 
algorithm to overcome noise that would be' difficult to 
compensate for in a postprocessing approach. 

2. Algorithm Description 
The implementation of the proposed algorithm for 

word recognition is described in Figure 1. The input is 
composed of a stream of characters as they would 
appear. for example. in a Chinese language book. At 
each character position. all the words of each length are 
matched to the image data. Words that contain two to 
eight characters are used here. 

Features extracted from consecutive characters in 
the image are matched directly to the feature vectors for 
the characters that compose words in the dictionary. In 
Figure 1 the dictionary words are the centers of the clus
ters. The other entries in the clusters are the confusion 
set for that word. 

.-------1 
input: 0 i 0 0 i [J 0 

-------~ 

DO 

Figure 1. Implementation of word recognition. 
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If the similarity between the consecutive characters 
in the input image and the characters that compose any 
word is above a threshold. the input characters are com
pared to the other entries in the confusion set for that 
word. A word decision is a plausible output only if the 
similarity between it and the input is less than the simi
larity between the input and any other word in the confu
sion set. This process is repeated for all the words in the 
dictionary and a decision is output only if a single word 
is plausible at a given location. 

The confusion set is compiled from a large training 
corpus of running text. Each consecutive string of char
acters in the corpus is compared to every dictionary 
word. If a string of characters contains at least one char
acter in common with a dictionary word and those char
acters occur consecutively more than a fixed number of 
times in the corpus. they are added to the confusion set. 
The reasoning behind using the confusion set is that false 
positives are most likely to happen when the input is 
visually similar to a dictionary word. The confusion set 
models the most likely false positives and provides a 
method to suppress their identification. 

A p~ecise statement of the algorithm is given 
below. A training phase shown in Figure 2 is used in 
which the confusion sets for each dictionary word are 
calculated. In step 1 all the character strings of each 
length from two to six are extracted from a training 
corpus along with their frequencies. In step 2 the char
acter strings are determined that are the same length as 
each dictionary word and have one character in common 
with it. These strings are added to the confusion list for 
the dictionary word if the similarity between the charac
ter string and the dictionary word is greater than 00 or it 
is greater than 01 and the character string occurs more 
than leon! times in the corpus. 

In the testing phase shown in Figure 3 each char
acter position p is inspected. Each dictionary word dw 
of a given length I is compared sequentially to the input 
stream starting at position p. Longer words are com
pared before shorter words. If the similarity between the 
next I characters from the input stream starting at posi
tion p and dw is greater than a threshold t,ecog,/. each 
word cw in the confusion set of dw is compared to the 
input. If none of the members of the confusion set 
match the input better than dw (i.e.. the similarity 
between the input characters and every cw is less than 
the similarity between the input and dw). then dw is 
added to the output set. If after all the dictionary words 
have been considered. the output set contains a single 
word. that word is written out and the next I characters 
are skipped in the input stream. 



1. for each length I = 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 
- extract all the character strings of length I and 

their frequencies from a training corpus; 
2. for each dictionary word dw 

- determine the character strings cw found in step 1 that 
are the same length as dw and have at least one 
character in common; 

- calculate the similarity between each cw and dw; 
- add those strings to the confusion list for dw 

with a similarity greater than Oo(cw) or 
wi th a frequency greater than tcor( and 
a similarity greater than 0l(cw); 

Figure 2. Training phase. 

for each character position p in the input { 
output_set = NULL; 
for each dictionary word dw of length i { 

if (Similarity(l input chars, dw) > t"cog,l) 

output_word = dw; 
for each word cw in the confusion set of dw 

if (Similarity(i input chars, cw) < Similarity(l input chars, dw) 
output_word = CW; 

if (output_word == dw) output set output_set + dw; 

1* end for each dw *1 
if (Ioutput setl == 1) 

write(output_set); 
p = p + I; 
break; 

Figure 3. Testing phase 

The similarity between two strings of character 
images is calculated as the average of the distance 
between their feature vectors. The local stroke direction 
(LSD) vector is extracted from the input characters as 
well as the characters that compose the dictionary 
words [2.5]. The LSD divides each character image 
into a 6x6 grid and assigns each pixel the direction (vert
ical. horizontal. diagonal right. and diagonal left) of the 
vector that covers the maximum number of consecutive 
black pixels. The number of pixels in each grid cell that 
are assigned each direction are output. This provides a 
feature vector of 144 elements for each isolated 
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character. 

The distance calculation assumes that there exists 
an image of each character in the training corpus and the 
dictionary. This image data is extracted from digitized 
fonts that contain labeled images of isolated characters. 

3. Experimental Results 
Experiments were conducted to investigate several 

aspects of the word recognition algorithm. An imple
mentation of the algorithm was constructed that located 



keywords in a Chinese language document. This image 
is the introduction from a book on Chinese OCR tech
niques that was scanned at 300 ppi in binary mode [7]. 
The document image was degraded to simulate the noise 
present in poor quality facsimiles or photocopies. The 
recognition performance of the proposed algorithm was 
compared to that of a conventional character recognition 
algorithm and a traditional postprocessing technique. 

The training data for building the confusion tables 
was composed of two million characters of running text 
from the Pin-Yin Hanzi (PH) corpus [1] plus three mil
lion characters of running text from the China News Dig
est. The dictionary was composed of the twenty key
words shown in Table 1. Fourteen of those words occur 
48 times in the test image and the other six words do not 
occur. The length of each keyword is given as well as 
its English translation. The confusion lists on average 
contained 16.9 character strings for each word. 

The distances between the characters in the test 
image and the characters in the dictionary words and the 
confusion sets were calculated as described above. A 
Kunlun 96x96 pixel Sung font was usedas the font train
ing data. 

Noise was introduced into the test image by down
sampling it to 200 ppi and 100 ppi and corrupting the 
300 ppi and 200 ppi versions with a Gaussian bit-flip 
model. Each pixel in the test image was processed 
sequentially. If a random number drawn from a Gaus
sian distribution was greater than one standard deviation 
from the mean, the color of that pixel was changed from 
white to black or from black to white. Three levels of 
noise were used. At the first level, one iteration of noise 
was added. At second level two iterations of noise were 
added and at the third level three iterations were applied 
At each iteration a unique seed was supplied to the 

Length of 
Ch;n~e word 

English translation Length of 
Ch;n"::e~nI 

English translation 

2 recognition 4 formal language 
2 Chinese character 6 automaton 
6 computer 4 system 
4 infonnation 7 electron microscope 
4 pattern 7 operating system 
4 technique 7 programming design 
4 Chinese characters 6 percentage 
4 mathematics 2 workstation 
7 artificial intelligeme 2 chinese language 
8 language and character study 2 language character 

Table 1. Keywords in the dictionary. 
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random number generator. 

The experimental results are reported in Table 2. 
The proposed algorithm for word recognition is com
pared to a character recognition technique and a postpro
cessing algorithm. The character recognition algorithm 
compared the LSD feature vector extracted from charac
ters in the test image to characters in the font training 
data. The percentage of characters from the test image 
that are correctly located as the first choice of the charac
ter recognition technique are reported. The percentage 
correct in the five and ten best choices found by the LSD 
recognizer are also given. 

The postprocessing algorithm was given the N best 
decisions from the character recognition algorithm. It 
was assumed that a keyword could be located if all its 
characters (excluding at most one) were found in the N 
best decisions. The percentage of keywords correct1y 
located by this criterion are reported. This is a generous 
over-estimate of the expected performance of a well 
engineered postprocessing technique. However, it pro
vides a reasonable upper bound to compare against the 
word recognition method. 

The performance of the keyword recognition algo
rithm is reported as the percentage of keywords in the 
test image that are correctly located as well as the 
number of errors that occurred. That is, the number of 
keywords that were incorrectly recognized. The percen
tage of keywords in the test image that were not located 
by this technique are also reported. 

The experimental results show that the proposed 
algorithm for word recognition outperforms the postpro
cessing algorithm in· all cases. Correct rates above 94 
percent are achieved in the 300 ppi and 200 ppi images. 
When the 100 ppi image was processed, the postprocess
ing algorithm needed ten choices to achieve an 88 per
cent correct rate while the keyword recognition method 
found 96.5 percent of the target keywords correct1y with 
a zero percent error rate. 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 
An algorithm for word recognition in Oriental 

language documents was presented. This technique com
pared the feature vectors extracted from sequences of 
characters directly to the feature vectors for words. A 
simultaneous comparison to character strings that are 
likely to be confused with each dictionary word was used 
to suppress false positives. This provides a method that 
effectively uses word level contextual information 
directly at the image level. The bypassing of any inter
mediate character recognition step allows for the 



ppi 300 ppi 200 ppi 100 ppi 

noise clear 1 2 3 clear 1 2 3 clear 

char. top 1 96.7 94.2 91.6 86.8 94.8 85.0 77.1 64.3 67.1 
recog topS 99.5 99.0 97.7 96.5 99.2 96.5 93.6 83.9 88.9 
perf. top 10 99.7 99.3 98.7 97.5 99.7 98.3 95.4 89.3 93.4 
post· top 1 89.5 84.9 87.2 75.6 91.9 66.3 60.5 38.4 45.4 
proc. topS 100.0 98.8 93.0 93.0 100.0 91.9 87.2 74.4 83.7 
perf. top 10 100.0 98.8 95.3 93.0 100.0 94.2 94.2 82.6 88.4 
word correct ' 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 98.8 96.5 94.2 %.5 
recog error 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 2.3 0.0 
perf. missing 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 3.5 5.2 3.5 

Table 2. Recognition performance comparison. 

recognition of words in the presence of noise that would 
make successful postprocessing of those decisions versus 
a dictionary nearly impossible. 

Current work on this method includes the develop. 
ment of a preprocessing step that reduces the time 
required for dictionary matching. The word recognition 
algorithm is also being applied to Japanese language 
documents using a dictionary of several thousand words 
and a training corpus of over 30 million characters. 
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